1. Before session trim off instructions and give children the two circles in the grey rectangle.

2. Ask children to write or draw something they wish for from Umbrella on both circles. On Empathy Day, ask them to write or draw what they would wish for for somebody else (their friend, sibling, parent or carer...) and discuss why they think that person would wish for that.

3. Fold.

4. Cut off the grey bits so that two circles are still attached on one side.

5. Thread by placing some yarn (or string or thread...) along the circles as shown. Either double tape or glue the circles in place. Leave some extra yarn on the top to hang.

6. Hang from the ceiling or from the inside of an umbrella to display.

7. Take a photo of your bunting of wishes and share using the hashtag #wishesTogether
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UMBRELLA
Wishes Together bunting instructions (Print-free glue-free option):

1. Cut disks out of pink card. (You can use a roll of masking tape as guide)

2. Ask children to make wishes and to use both sides of the disk to draw or write those wishes.

3. Use a sewing machine to thread pink disks together (be careful not to sew disks upside down!) Leave some thread at the top for hanging.

4. Hang from the ceiling or from the spokes of an umbrella.

5. Photograph and share!  

#wishesTogether
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